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WITH THANKS TO
Staff who worked on Out of My Head
All staff at the Artful Dodgers Studios work part-time. There are 12 permanent staff working within
the studios.
Nat Allison, CCD Artist
For seventeen years Nat has been playing guitar and writing hard edged rock ‘n’ roll. She has
performed with Vanessa Amorosi and performed at over 4000 gigs so far.
Alison Burton, CCD Artist
Alison is a visual artist whose work is included in public and private collections. She has worked for
the last 10 years in community cultural development.
John Favaro, CCD Artist
John is the assistant coordinator at Living Music and has been working with at-risk and youth
justice young people for over ten years. As part of The Badloves he has received three ARIA
awards. In 2009 he joined the Arts Victoria Community Partnership Assessment panel.

Andrew McSweeney, Living Music Coordinator
Andrew is a singer/songwriter based in Melbourne. Andrew’s music traces his personal journey
to the heart of matters and connects all that is valuable in life and love. Andrew has made a
commitment to use music in supporting the process of healing and recovery whether it is for
himself, for others or for the community through his business Living Music.
Tim Osborn, CCD Artist
Tim is a self-taught graphic artist and web designer. In the last five years Tim has worked with
young people and multi-media at the Youth Substance Abuse Service and the Artful Dodgers
Studios.
Penelope Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker
Penelope has a degree in Social Sciences (Youth Work) from RMIT and has worked as a Youth
Worker for the past six years. She has extensive knowledge of the youth sector and the barriers
that effect young people’s access to further education, employment and training. Penelope is
currently studying the Graduate Diploma in Mental Health Sceiences (Young People’s Mental
Health) at Melbourne University.
Justin Schmidt, CCD Artist
Justin has worked for many years with young people and multi-media. Justin conceived and runs
the Digital Fringe project and Horse Bazaar, a new digital art bar.

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
Zoe is a visual artist who has been exhibiting since 1996. She divides her time between her painting
practice and filmmaking with community groups as well as her work with the Artful Dodgers Studios.
She has a BA in Visual Arts (Painting) and a Graduate Diploma in Interactive Media.

Other artists and guests who worked in the studios in 2009 were:
Daniel Flood, Abby Dobson, Thomas Butt, DJ Wasabi, Rachel Taplin, Chook Star, Ross
Coulter, Jeff Stewart and Glen Christiansen.

Charles Jenkins, CCD Artist
Charles is a Melbourne songwriter and musician with more than twenty years experience in the
industry. He has toured Europe and the USA and been nominated for two ARIA awards.
Forest Keegel, CCD Artist
Forest is a visual artist and Honours graduate of Sydney College of the Arts. She has exhibited
throughout Australia and has 13 years experience in community cultural development including the
permanent public sculpture Tactile Impressions created for Harmony Park Coburg.
Sarah Keogh, Pathways Support Worker
Sarah is the newest addition to the Arts and Culture Team. She is currently studying a Diploma in
Welfare Work at NMIT. She has worked with young people for a number of years and is passionate
about assisting them to find pathways to further education, employment and training.

Supported by
The Out of My Head project was funded by the Victorian Departments of Human Services and
Health and the City of Melbourne, Arts and Culture Triennial Grants Program.
Many thanks to Dallas Ambry, Vicky Guglielmo, Sam Gowing, Helen Shannos, Sally
Parnell, Jemma Mead, Eric Myles, the Connexions Team, Eelin Cheah and everyone at
Signal.

Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator
Rebecca has worked in the CCD sector and professional theatre industry for over twenty years.
She has a social work degree and works as a playwright, director, dramaturge, arts manager and
teacher.
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PREFACE

The myth of individual struggle may seem incompatible with the idea of a powerful collective
enterprise, but they can be combined - in sport for instance, and also in culture, notably cinema. The
director still calls the shots, but a movie is the creation of a large team - witness the endless credits
following many recent films. Contemporary music, architecture, design, fashion and advertising also
typically involve extensive collective work, although individuals often get top billing.

Collaboration: the Challenge of Cooperative Artistic Action
‘I-myself cannot be the author of my own value. I cannot lift myself up by
my own hair ’ I
(Mikhail Bakhtin)

Collaboration, although widespread in various eras and cultures, and typical in recent film, architecture
and design, is still relatively rare in contemporary art. But, in principle and in action, it has a critical
value, for culture and society in general.
An ancient Greek temple or a medieval French cathedral could never have been created without the
efforts of large teams of craftspeople, working over decades to reach their collective goal - one that
summarized the beliefs and aspirations of the entire community. This approach allowed scope for
individual artists’ expression - in the carved stonework, or the rich decorations inside. Later, in the
post World War I German ‘Bauhaus’, artists, craftspeople and architects were encouraged to work in
a truly cooperative spirit, to forge a new visual language that could transform society. II And in many
indigenous communities, in Australia and elsewhere, collective production of art-works is still widely
practised.
Philosophically, the logic of collective action is clear. ‘No man is an island, entire of itself’, wrote
English Renaissance poet John Donne, continuing: ‘every man is a piece of the Continent, a part of the
main’.III In other words, we’re all part of the same social fabric, linked and inter-dependant. Or, as the
recent Carl Sagan-inspired ‘Symphony of Science’ suggests: ‘We are all connected’. IV
In fact, though, history and culture are usually framed in terms of individual struggle and achievement.
The lone hero (typically male) triumphs, against the odds, both in myth and legend (Odysseus, Clint
Eastwood, the Incredible Hulk, Eminem in 8 Mile, etc.), and art history: e.g. Michelangelo singlehandedly creating the Sistine Ceiling (actually, he employed many assistants). True, the ‘story of
art’ does often seem to boil down to the actions and ideas of individual creators: the vital moment
of inspiration, the breakthrough choice of colour or mark, the heroic struggle against resistant
materials… Occasionally, someone (Andy Warhol, Jeff Koons, Patricia Piccinini) breaks the mould, by
acknowledging that ‘their’ works are made collectively or by others. But in a culture where personal
achievement of any kind (physical, financial, political) is typically celebrated - however superficially as proof of success, emphasis on individual striving and triumph in art will probably persist.
I Art and Answerability: Early Philosophical Essays by M.M.Bakhtin, ed.M.Holquist & others, Austin: Texas University
Press, 1990, p.55.
II Christopher Wilk (ed.), Modernism: designing a new world, 1914-1939, London: Victoria & Albert Museum, 2006,
ch.2: ‘Searching for Utopia’ (Christina Lodder)
III John Donne (c.1571-1631), Devotions, xvii
IV http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGK84Poeynk [accessed 29 April 2010]; many thanks to my son Julian for alerting
me to this thought-provoking short film
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In contemporary art, while less frequent, the communal spirit does inspire many practitioners and
theorists. For Australian artist and writer Charles Green, collaboration between two artists conjures
up the vivid image of a ‘third hand’, an ‘uncanny’ collective entity. Green can speak with authority
on this topic, given his history of creative association with Lyndell Brown; and his book addresses
other instances: Gilbert & George, Marina Abramovic and Ulay, etc.V Collaboration, Green notes,
needn’t be polite or naively cooperative. Sometimes, collaborations can take the form of stylized
debates or contests, where several different ‘voices’ can be heard. In the 1990s, Howard Arkley and
Juan Davila explored this idea, notably in Blue Chip Instant Decorator: a Room (Benalla Art Gallery,
1991-2). Cultural systems collided in this approach, each artist taking turns at adding his own
imagery, in a pictorial equivalent of rap ‘battles’. VI
Collaboration doesn’t guarantee a positive outcome. One ‘voice’ can drown out the other/s; there’s
a fine line between a genuinely creative collective and the enforcing of one view over others. And
collaborators shouldn’t be mere slaves labouring to realize the grand designer’s vision.VII Artistic
collaboration, then, like other forms of social cooperation, is a fragile structure, easily damaged
by excessive individual demands or manipulation, one requiring respect and nurture. In this spirit,
Melbourne artist Geoff Lowe has experimented, especially in conjunction with Jacqueline Riva (as
the team ‘A Constructed World’), in a series of projects foregrounding the nature and possibilities of
collaboration, with both professionals and amateurs.VIII
The Artful Dodgers Studios ‘Out of My Head’ project at Signal at Northbank opened up many of
these issues. Building on the principles of ‘community cultural development’, outlined elsewhere
in this volume, studio staff and participants developed their own take on collaboration, experiencing
its opportunities and challenges.IX
In the main installation, we entered the amazing realm of the human brain, rather like the rescue
team in the classic Hollywood sci-fi movie The Fantastic Voyage (dir.Richard Fleischer, 1966), where
a miniaturized submarine is injected into the blood-stream of a scientist suffering from a life threatening cerebral blood clot. In the darkened interior of the Artful Dodgers installation, we were
V Charles Green, The Third Hand: Collaboration in Art from Conceptualism to Postmodernism, Sydney: UNSW Press,
2001
VI See John Gregory, Carnival in Suburbia: the Art of Howard Arkley, Cambridge & Melbourne: Cambridge University
Press, 2006, ch.5: ‘The Collaborative Instinct’
VII This charge was levelled by some critics at feminist artist Judy Chicago for The Dinner Party (1974-79), the
suggestion being that she took undue credit for the collective venture of many people under her overall direction.
VIII For further information on Lowe and A Constructed World, see the comments by Jen Budney and the editors in Max
Delany & Jason Smith (ed.), Clemenger Contemporary Art Award 1999, Bulleen: Museum of Modern Art at Heide, 1999,
pp.9 and 26
IX see also Martin Thiele & Sally Marsden, Engaging Art: the Artful Dodgers Studio – a Theoretical Model of Practice,
Richmond: Jesuit Social Services, 2003.
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given an evocative impression of what goes on inside the brain, as messages are relayed, reflexes
are triggered, ideas form at an incredible rate, neurons float eerily, synapses flash with electrical
impulses, and axons stream like strands of hair or sea-weed in some deep-sea environment.X The
art-works glimpsed through openings in the walls suggested the creative outputs of the brain particularly the ‘irrational’ right hemisphere, the source of ‘lateral’ thinking, invention and artistic
expression.
Each participant had an individual and theoretically equal role. Of course, this is easier said than
done, and the detailed feedback by participants included hints of dissatisfaction. But this shouldn’t
seem surprising or even problematic. In reality, complex negotiations are involved, not all ‘voices’
can be ‘heard’ equally, and tensions appear, even in the completed work. This correlates perfectly
with the ideas of Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin (1895-1975), who believed that a multiplicity
of voices (he used the terms ‘polyvocality’ and ‘dialogism’) is critical to any successful cultural
project. He encouraged the expression of many views, including comic, subversive, dissenting
and contradictory positions, in a creative dialogue between ‘speakers’.XI Artistic collaboration
exemplifies the idea. As in everyday life, disagreements can occur, compromise is necessary,
plans have to be modified, and risks taken, as individuals expose something of themselves. But,
again, all this hardly demonstrates failure - quite the opposite in fact, especially, in the case of
the Signal project, given the complex backgrounds of the participants. Encouraging young people
whose experience of the world has been dispiriting (or worse) to engage in creative collaboration
is a brilliant way of enabling them to rediscover hope and positive energy, through a constructive
relationship with others around them. In future projects, closer connections could be developed
between the art and music studios at Artful Dodgers, and a stronger role given to participants
interested in a challenge. But to raise those possibilities is simply proof of the success of the 2010
project, and a guarantee of more to come.
Congratulations to all involved for an inspiring achievement - one that bears out the significance
of collaboration, as a metaphor for social interaction in general, and a vital demonstration of that
principle in action. As Oscar Wilde put it, with his usual brilliance: ‘Progress is the realization of
Utopias’. XII
John Gregory has taught art history and theory at Monash University for some years, originally in the Faculty of
Arts, and, since 2005, in the Faculty of Art & Design. His teaching and publications cover a range of areas from
medieval and Renaissance art to contemporary visual culture. His current project is an online catalogue of the
works of Melbourne painter Howard Arkley, designed to complement his major study of the artist published in
2006 by Cambridge University Press.
NOTES
I am grateful to the Artful Dodgers studios staff for the opportunity to contribute to this volume; and my thanks,
as usual, to Shirley Law, for her constructive criticism and stimulus.
X For the technical details mentioned, see e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain [accessed 8 May 2010]
XI These ideas, developed principally in relation to literature, have been taken up and extended in recent years in many
fields, including film and education. For an accessible selection of Bakhtin’s writings, see Pam Morris (ed.), The Bakhtin
Reader, London: E.Arnold, 1994; see also Deborah Haynes, Bakhtin and the Visual Arts, Cambridge University Press,
1995
XII From Wilde’s essay, ‘The Soul of Man under Socialism’ (1890), quoted in Wilk, Modernism, 2006, p.40
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INTRODUCING OUT OF MY HEAD
In 2009 over thirty young artists came together to produce an ambitious exhibition Out of My
Head, for a new arts space in the City of Melbourne, Signal. Participants and studio staff from
the Artful Dodgers Studios engaged in a twelve month process to conceive, design and produce an
exhibition on a grand scale.
This book is a celebration of what was achieved, and a documentation of the innovative artwork
created. It is also an exploration of the processes that enabled this diverse group of artists to work
together on such a mammoth task.
The Out of My Head exhibition opened at Signal in October 2009. The exhibition components were:

• The Neuron Forest
• Individual art pieces painted on board, small sculptures and House
• The Shoe Line

Due to difficulties with the hardware at the venue the moving imagery was screened later, in
February 2010.
The Artful Dodgers Studios opened in 1996, making it one of the longest running community cultural
development (CCD) programs in the state. The studios’ model has remained constant, but the way
they work is always evolving as staff reflect on their practice and try new methods. This book is part
of the studios’ commitment to growth, reflecting on what staff and participants learned from Out of
My Head.
The first part of the book sets the context for the project and shows how the work was produced.
The latter half of the book analyses the collaborative process as a new approach to art making for
the studios.

• Music
• Moving Imagery
• Musical performances at the opening

The staff believe that in order to improve their practice they need to be honest about their failings
as well as their achievements, so in this text the aim is to show where Out of My Head succeeded,
and where things didn’t work so well.
In the community arts world, organisations can be anxious about appearing less than perfect under
the scrutiny of funding bodies, so this examination is offered up in the spirit of inquiry, and in the
hope of shedding some light on the contradictions encountered in doing this work.
It is hoped that this book inspires and challenges you, as Out of My Head did for participants and
the studios. A great deal was gained from working on the project and now it’s time to share it with
you.

Writing this book
Esther Singer is a community cultural development worker and writer. The Artful Dodgers Studios
engaged Esther as an independent contractor to research and write the text for this book. Esther
interviewed key staff and participants to gather material about the process of producing Out of My
Head.
Quotes and statistics have also been taken from an evaluation of the project conducted by Heather
Lorraine-Plaizier in November 2009. Please note that all participant names have been changed.
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COMMUNITY CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
The Artful Dodgers Studios use the model of community cultural development, or CCD. What does
that mean to those who work in the studios?

Working collaboratively is at the core of CCD. That’s what it is.
Forest Keegel, CCD Artist
Community cultural development is a changing and varied practice. Its influence in the broader
community arts sector waxes and wanes but at the Artful Dodgers Studios it is based on the
following definitions:
Community is something we develop through a sense of social connectedness. At the Artful
Dodgers Studios art is the basis of this social connectedness. Young people who have been
marginalised have the opportunity to form a community of artists at the studios.
Culture is how people live and our shared values, beliefs and rituals. Culture is how people
give meaning to their experiences and make sense of their everyday life. It’s also about artistic
creativity and the products of art making.
Development is a process of growing, of creating something new and of transforming a
situation through doing things differently.
At the Artful Dodgers Studios community cultural development is enacted through professional
artists working with participants to make and interact with art. Through this practice it is hoped that
participants also have the opportunity to develop culture and community in many senses. Young
people develop individually and transform the way they make sense of their everyday life as they
learn new skills. Over time they also have the opportunity to develop new ways of being connected
to other communities and are supported to have a lifelong connection with art.

Measuring success

COMMUNITY
CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT
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Measuring the success of a CCD project is not straightforward. There may be external pressures,
e.g. from funding bodies, to show huge transformations in the lives of participants, but the reality
can be very different. There is a wealth of research demonstrating the benefits of using art to
engage with marginalised communities, but actually doing the work is complex and benefits are not
always obvious.
At the Artful Dodgers Studios there is a body of evidence that suggests that participating in the
program helps people to reduce their drug use and make links to further education and training.
There are participants at the studios who make big changes in their lives, who enter tertiary
education or stop using drugs or alcohol. But for many participants, change is more a matter of
11

degree. For those dealing with mental illness it can be a cyclical process, and steps forward are
often undermined by a relapse. For example, art alone cannot cure bipolar disorder, but the skills
learned in a CCD project can assist participants to manage situations and provide better outcomes.
Sometimes in discussing CCD there is too much focus on big picture changes. Participants have
had many years to end up in the difficult situations they are in, and if change happens it will be via
many small steps. In looking to evaluate the success of a CCD project the studios try to be attentive
and celebrate the little changes they see.
The Artful Dodgers Studios use a developmental model, assisting participants to move through
small attainable stages. The focus is on reducing risk and working with participants to develop their
capacities, aspirations, capabilities and opportunities. There are many small changes that are part
of this process. Staff identified some significant developments as:

Working in CCD is also always about taking and managing risks. Rebecca sees the arts as
challenging terrain:

There is a contradiction in our work: we encourage young people to
explore anything they want and then we ask them to put it out in public
where people look at it. We know the power of the arts but when you
exhibit you do make yourself very vulnerable.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator
In order to see the transformation that staff hope for, they encourage participants to step out of
their comfort zone and learn new ways of doing things. The challenge is to ensure that vulnerable
people are supported to be safe while they are taking this risk so that it is part of a process of
developing themselves.

ABOUT THE STUDIOS

• Learning to voice an idea in a group

The Artful Dodgers Studios are a non-threatening space where professional artists work with
participants to develop an arts practice. This section explores how the studios work, to give context
to the Out of My Head project.

• Having a good day
• Trying something new
• Turning up on time to an activity

The studios operate on an informal flexible learning model and are open five days a week, all year
round. Art forms on offer include traditional visual arts, graffiti, multimedia and music. Participants
can develop skills in any or all of the disciplines offered. They determine when they attend and
what they work on.

• Managing a disagreement
• Focusing on their artwork in a sustained manner
• Having something positive to talk to family about

The Artful Dodgers Studios are rare in the Australian context, as a community cultural development
program operating as a flexible long-term model. The studios are not a recovery space, or a
rehabilitation program. It is important to note that although the studios are open every day they do
not offer a structured day program. Nor are they a drop-in centre nor an art therapy program.

• Developing new friendships
• Talking about art.
• Feeling proud of artistic achievements

The studios have an atmosphere which is conducive to creativity - there’s art on the walls, music
playing, people busy making art and always something to look at. The materials provided are
always of high quality and along with the environment this has an effect on how participants work
and encourages them to feel proud of the space.

All of these small differences demonstrate that participants are learning important foundation
skills that can give them the opportunity to make further changes. Staff are aware that this is a
developmental process and that building these skills in an ongoing process is more important than
looking for instant results:

With what we do here you can’t put your finger on one thing and say “That
was the turning point.” All the opportunities roll into one ongoing process
that’s beneficial for participants.
John Favaro, CCD Artist
12
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Who comes to the Artful Dodgers Studios?

How the studios work

In an average month, 30 to 40 participants will attend the studios. Many will come every day, while
others might only attend once or twice a week.

The Artful Dodgers Studios offers a flexible program where young people participate on their own
terms and can learn the skills required to operate within this environment. This means it’s crucial
to avoid having too many rules at the studios. Instead three basic principles are used to guide
behaviour:

Who are these people? There is a great diversity in participants, many have disengaged from
education at a young age, but some are tertiary educated. There is also a range of experience with
art making, from first-timers to accomplished artists. The eligibility criteria for attending are:

• Respect yourself and others.
• Participate in making art.

• Participants are aged between 15 and 28.

• The studios are a drug and alcohol free space.

• Participants are unemployed.

This broad framework provides participants with clear information about expectations and allows
them to come to the studios as active adult participants, not passive recipients or school-type
students.

• Participants have either a mental health problem or
suffer from the effects of substance misuse.
• Participants have a desire to make art.

Surrounded by supports

Participants are referred to the studio by other welfare agencies but many are also self-referred,
having heard about the program through friends or other networks.

The Artful Dodgers Studios are successful because the program is embedded in a much bigger
organisation. As part of Gateway at Jesuit Social Services, the Artful Dodgers Studios benefit from
a wide range of expertise and resources which enable staff to support participants with complex
needs.

Participants who come to the studios are usually disadvantaged in multiple ways. Common
problems include:

• Low or no income

The Artful Dodgers Studios employ two youth workers in the Pathways team. Pathways workers
are in the studios every day and work with participants on health and wellbeing issues. They aim to
link participants with opportunities for education, employment and training. Participants can access
support from the Pathways workers in the studios in a flexible way. Pathways workers enable the
arts practice:

• A history of offending behaviour
• Early school leaving
• An absence of family support
• Unstable housing
• Cultural displacement
• Lack of supportive friendships and relationships.
These are the big picture things, but on a day to day level participants bring a range of issues to
the studios that affect the working environment, such as difficulty dealing with anger or high levels
of anxiety. The effects of some of these characteristics on the collaborative process are discussed
later.
Many participants suffer from very low confidence or self-esteem, but more importantly the reality
is that they have rarely had a positive experience of producing something or being recognised for
their abilities. They come to the studios needing to find value in themselves and in life.
14

I try and support the studio staff so that their role here is to make art
with the young people and so that they’re not taking on the role of
social worker.
Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker
Pathways is a fantastic resource for participants, especially as they can form relationships with
the workers while making art. The Artful Dodgers Studios also works closely with Connexions, a
program for young people experiencing co-existing mental health and drug and alcohol concerns.
Connexions offers counselling and intensive outreach support, based upstairs from the studios.
Some studio participants are clients of Connexions.
15

Long-term
There are many positive changes that participants experience from being involved at the Artful Dodgers
Studios. Many are only possible because participants are able to attend for a long time. The average
length of engagement at the studios is eighteen months to two years. This long-term approach allows for
the incremental process of change discussed previously. Participants sometimes take a long time to start
to engage with the studios before beginning to attend intensively. Toward the end of their time there is
often a transition period where participants remain attached to the studios but attend less frequently as
they connect to other activities in the community.

You actually get to see the after effects of it as well, whether it’s made
an impact, where it takes them from there. You get an opportunity to help
them to take that next step.
John Favaro, CCD Artist

Keeping a safe space
In essence the Artful Dodgers Studios are about providing a creative space for participants, away
from the difficulties or dangers of their usual environments, and providing the opportunity for young
people to be creative, through making art. Of course the mix of participants who attend the studios
means that there are challenges in making sure the studios are a safe space for everyone. Creating
a safe space is essential to the program’s success and part of the organisation’s duty of care.

The long-term approach of the Artful Dodgers Studios is crucial to engaging with people who are
highly marginalised. As John explains, the artistic relationship flourishes with trust and longevity:

Some of these young people, they’re on the fringes for years and years so
you have to be able to be there for them and be consistent.
John Favaro, CCD Artist

Staff work hard to ensure that participants do not have negative impacts on each other:

For the Pathways workers, attempts to address health and wellbeing issues also greatly benefit
from a long term approach:

Sometimes people become very volatile and we have to intervene. It can
send a ripple effect through the space.

In a lot of youth work roles you work short term but here you get the
opportunity to form very productive working relationships. At the end of
that you see some really good outcomes.

Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator

Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker
Art making is something learned through practice, and the Artful Dodgers Studios differ from shortterm community arts projects as participants have the opportunity to take what they’ve learned in
one project and apply it in another. Most participants take part in two exhibition or performance
cycles during their involvement with the studios. For John, this allows them to build on their
success in a natural progression:

If you give them an opportunity to step out of their comfort zone through
performing, they will. But they’ll come back in, after. Then the next time
they’ll step a bit further. Their comfort zone expands.

Conflicts can be especially damaging when participants are dealing with violence in the rest of their
lives. It’s essential that the studios are a safe space away from this. In such situations, staff are
guided by the studios’ three key principles, as outlined above. These principles create a framework
that can be used to resolve most conflicts.
Supporting participants with mental health problems or drug and alcohol dependency adds another
layer of complexity. Dealing with behaviours generated from these problems requires discretion and
care. Staff from the studios are careful to consult with professionals around these issues and the
artists working in the studios benefit from having support professionals in the building who they can
work with.
By and large though, the studio environment is a productive one and people make an effort to get
along. Alice, a participant notes:

John Favaro, CCD Artist
Working long-term allows participants to genuinely explore their artistic abilities and interests. It
also allows staff to evaluate the effects of different projects and approaches. For instance in the
music studio work doesn’t finish after a CD launch, instead participants return to the studio to keep
developing their work:
16

People are very courteous in the studios because they know that this is a
good place and they don’t want to disrespect that.
Alice, participant

17

A place to make art

The role of staff in the studios includes everything from getting canvases out of the cupboard to
inspiring participants to push themselves in new ways. For participants who are beginning to see
themselves as artists, working alongside studio staff can be a collegial experience, with elements
of a mentoring relationship often forming:

We’re all about engaging with art, doing something positive and finding
out where it can go. It’s very clear that we’re not youth workers and that
allows us to facilitate a space where participants focus on art and find
something valuable that comes from themselves.

I like that there’s no barrier between the older artists and the younger
artists. We’re all respected for what we do. We all have different ideas,
different concepts in life and art but it’s a good environment.

Tim Osborn, CCD Artist
For many participants the most important thing the studios gives them is somewhere to come
and make art. Some live alone and value the chance to interact with others in a welcoming
environment. Others love the chance to put their headphones on, start painting and have some time
away from the rest of their life.
Participants have the chance to experience an environment that is not focused on their problems,
and where they are treated as artists. Taking control of their own participation is a key part of this.

It’s really important that we make it clear that we’re not like school.
Participants determine when they participate and they determine what
they work on.
Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker

Susan, participant

Staff at the studios see one of their key roles as making sure that participants are using the studios
to make art. Inertia can often overwhelm people, who may be fearful that they’re not good enough,
distracted by other concerns or simply weighed down by the effects of medication. Staff work
consistently to encourage participants to spend their time at the studios making art.
The CCD artists also look to put new people at ease, to be inclusive in their practices and make
the studios a welcoming environment for all participants. The Young Women’s Art Program is one
initiative that seeks to make the studios work for different groups. Every Friday morning the studios
are a women’s only space, to address concerns that the space can be dominated by young men.
Staff also work hard to encourage participants beyond just creating art:

The focus at the studios is on creativity and it’s always emphasised that this is a working space, not
just a place to hang out. However the focus is on being productive, not on end product.

The really lovely thing about the studios is that for everyone, making art
is an accepted activity. You forget that sitting around doing a drawing
isn’t actually supported in everyone’s world as a valid activity. That
environment is incredibly valuable. It creates very positive connections.
People are able to relax and give a bit more of themselves.

We’ve got to try and give them confidence to be able to perform it or show
the piece. It’s a holistic view, it’s more than just the art, it’s about getting
the person to believe in themselves, believe in their abilities.
John Favaro, CCD Artist

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
For the participants the studios provide a place where they can embark on a journey of self
discovery and where they can have control over the decisions that they make.

Working alongside artists
Employing professional practising artists as studio staff is key to the community cultural development
process. These CCD artists encourage experimentation and exploration. Participants are supported to
try new materials or research ideas, and to involve themselves in an artistic process.
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What participants say about the studios

Some of the things participants said they like about the studios:
That everyone
loves art
It can take my
mind off things

It does make it easier doing art away from your house. To think about
where you want to take it. This environment has helped me develop as a
person and as an artist to a stage where I’m pretty solid and comfortable
within myself.
Susan, participant

It’s good that there are
counsellors on site

It’s an
opportunity I never
thought I’d have
the chance
to have

Somewhere to go
to be around ‘clean’ young
people - no drugs

Support is available
from actual artists

I’m so grateful that I have somewhere to learn how to be a decent member
of society but at the same time to be a freaky artist - it’s good to know it’s
okay to be both without drugs.

I get time to express
myself through music

Steve, participant

I love that the Artful Dodgers Studios are there to support me to be an
artist and to help me to grow into a better more sociable person.

It helps define me
more as an artist
It’s somewhere to go
away from my house where
I know what to expect
because I know the rules
and the people

Even when I’m getting
annoyed I trust that the staff
are still looking out for my
best interests.

Ahmed, participant

It’s a
stimulating space
and it’s inspiring
20

Can kick back
and relax and
make friends
Having free
materials available
Even though
my situation is complicated
I am allowed to drop in
when I can
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WHAT HAPPENED
In the beginning
The name Out of My Head was chosen in 2007 as staff and participants discussed working on a
collaborative project. People felt it was an inclusive theme that touched on ideas of mental health
and being “out of it” but also reflected that everything that people make comes out of their head.
The studios submitted an application for triennial funding to the City of Melbourne arts and culture
program. The initial project it proposed was the Out of My Head Sculpture Project:

The focus of this project would be on the planning, development and
exhibition of temporary sculptural installations - large, significant
pieces of dramatic art that allow participants to explore their connection
to the environment and the wider world. We plan to stage this work at
Signal at Northbank.
The work would comprise a series of visual and audio art projection
pieces on the large outdoor screens at Signal and a series of temporary
outdoor sculptures placed in the Signal grounds. We believe that through
the art form of sculpture, participants will have the opportunity to engage
in individual pieces and large-scale group-devised pieces.
Funding Application
Funding from City of Melbourne was confirmed in 2008 and project planning commenced. As the
project proper started in 2009 the first task was to start getting participants excited about the
project and learn about the parameters for the show.

What is Signal?
Signal is Melbourne’s first arts studio dedicated to people aged 13 to 20 and enables them to
work with professional artists across a wide range of art forms. This new initiative from The
City of Melbourne was officially opened in 2010 and is a place for making‚ showing‚ inspiring and
developing the city’s new creative talents.

Approaching the site

WHAT
HAPPENED
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To begin Out of My Head, staff organised site visits with participants. Unfortunately when the
project commenced, Signal was still just a building site - the old signal box at Northbank was being
renovated to create a purpose built youth arts centre.
Group trips to the site were a chance to consider the surrounding environment and the potential it
held. The group took lots of photographs and staff prompted participants to consider questions such
as “Who do you think comes to this area? Can people see this site from other buildings?”
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When it came to developing ideas, the lack of a sense of the finished space was a challenge :
Other issues about working at this new venue were mostly the responsibility of staff. As this would
be the first exhibition at Signal there were many logistical questions that had to be answered for
the first time. There was also a concern that audiences would not hear about the exhibition as it
was a new venue. Participants were very excited about working at Signal and being chosen to open
such a prominent space. The potential of the outdoor areas and screens, right in the middle of a
major pedestrian thoroughfare was very attractive.

External challenges
In early 2009, staff at Artful Dodgers Studios received news that Jesuit Social Services and
Gateway were going to receive a huge budget cut. This had a major impact on the staff in the
studios as people were put on short term contracts until ongoing funding could be confirmed.

We had plans and sketches but it was very hard for people to envisage
what the building was going to be, to actually get a sense of what it
would be like.

Staff morale dropped and studio artists were put in a difficult position regarding the Out of My
Head project. As the situation was so uncertain they were unwilling to get participants involved in a
project that might be unable to go ahead.

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist

During this time the Artful Dodgers Studios lost two part-time positions from the studios, which
had a big impact on staff and consequently on the development of the work. Additional funding
was secured by early July and new contracts were established. Things began to settle down in
the studios and staff were able to properly engage participants in beginning the Out of My Head
project.

Developing the concept
Out of My Head needed a central concept, to shape the group sculpture that would be the centre of
the show. Staff began to trial new ways of working which would encourage participants to share
ideas and collaborate.
Instead of having formal production meetings, as had happened in the past, studio staff decided
to run workshops. The aim was to develop conceptual ideas using practical activities which would
take some of the focus off talking. Staff organised sculpture workshops to encourage participants
to play with materials and ideas but these advertised workshops were poorly attended. Some
participants were resistant to the idea of structured activities, preferring the flexible approach to
attending the studios.
At this stage it was really important for staff to engage participants in the project and work with
them to develop a sense of what was possible. The group viewed a lot of source material and
visited galleries to see what contemporary sculpture looked like. The flexibility of the Artful Dodgers
Studios program made it a challenge to keep all participants in the loop:
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In the end the group got excited about working on a brain sculpture, making a representation of
neurons out of hanging paper mache parts which would light up in different sequences. There are
differing views of how this idea was chosen. Alice remembers it as a lot of discussion leading to
consensus:

It’s difficult to work in a really focused way to go from start to finish
because of the varied attendance of participants; not all participants are in
the studios at the same time.
Forest Keegel, CCD Artist

We had meetings and we just talked it out and talked it out until we got to
the stage where we’d all come to an agreement and we were happy with
it. Because we needed something that could be a collaborative piece and
it was easier for people to work on individual parts and then to knit them
together. But yeah it was difficult, I think the workers made a lot of the
defining decisions. Which was probably how it would have to be,
because otherwise we wouldn’t have come to a conclusion.

As things progressed staff used the studio wall to display ideas, as well as keeping a group visual
diary for people to record their thoughts and sketches in. These new ways of working really suited
some participants, who jumped into the project wholeheartedly. Others felt that it was difficult
to keep up with discussions, especially when they weren’t attending the studio regularly. In the
evaluation participants gave varied feedback on how included they felt:

Did you feel that staff gave you enough information about the project
and what was happening?

Alice, participantAlice, participant

If I had questions I asked and got answers.
Sarah, participant

Staff saw the process as an organic one, with many challenges:

Only sometimes - they didn’t really say when things changed.

We did try to develop something that had a lot of input from people but
sometimes that’s difficult. If people haven’t gone through similar process it’s
hard for them to envisage what’s possible. I almost don’t know whose idea
it was. I think “Where did this idea come from?” That’s how it happens.

Jesse, participant
Feedback about meetings varied as well with some participants feeling they hadn’t been given
enough notice and others saying just the opposite:

Forest Keegel, CCD Artist

The meetings were well organised and we were contacted regarding times.
Julie, participant

The evaluation showed that there were differing opinions on how much staff contributed to the
selection of ideas:

Other participants identified that they had chosen not to participate:

Because I was at the studios staff always asked if I wanted to do stuff
and they really encouraged me to get involved.

I wasn’t impressed by the ideas that were being used so I didn’t
participate much.

Jamie, participant

Michael, participant
In any month 30 to 40 people attended the studios and it’s clear that Out of My Head did not manage to engage
all of these participants. Many chose to continue with their regular art practice instead. Regular studio users
and those more interested in talking and spending time in a group formed a core group who developed the
concept at this stage. Alice was one of these people, and remembers the initial stages as a lot of fun.

I was around when the idea for Out of My Head was first talked about. I had
lots of crazy ideas. Definitely it was okay to put ideas out there. I think
we’re all pretty comfortable with each other. There are a few people who
are quiet and subdued. They don’t have as much confidence in themselves.
But the majority of people are confident enough to give their ideas.

It felt like staff ideas were presented in the exhibition, it didn’t feel like a
participant exhibition
Michael, participant

There were the meetings where we were all asked for input about how
the exhibition would be. The whole time I could talk to any of the
workers and have a say about what I liked or didn’t like.
Julie, participant

Alice, participant
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Staff did contribute to shaping ideas, and participants interpreted this in different ways. Susan was
heavily involved in the process and saw staff involvement as a necessary part:

We elaborated on [the initial idea] and what was a reachable goal and
what was realistic in the budget. The idea did stem from me saying
that we should have a brain but then the workers had to structure the
exhibition to things that we’re capable of reaching.

Participants grew the idea of the brain and we assisted them to develop
it further. Then participants wanted to paint on boards and staff developed
the idea of the peepholes to incorporate circular paintings into the brain
artwork.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator

Who made decisions about what would be in the show was definitely the most contentious part
of Out of My Head. Some participants opted out, but others may have felt excluded, either by the
group dynamic or the processes chosen by staff. Within such a diverse group a total buy-in would
never be possible, and it’s important to celebrate what worked well in this process, while working
to build in even more opportunities for participation into future projects.

Susan, participant

Did you feel that you had enough opportunities to input into the
development of the Out of my Head project?
Yes
No
Maybe
No response

60%
8%
6%
16%

The evaluation included interviews with 25 participants who were actively involved in Out of My
Head.

As the project progressed participants came up with the idea of the Shoe Line. This work was
inspired by source material of other shoe based sculptures and developed further through
discussions about “shoe-fitti” on local powerlines and various urban myths about this phenomenon.
It appealed to the group as an outdoor sculpture that would work well outside Signal. Old shoes
were donated by the box full and everybody got to work creating shoe sculptures that could be
strung on a line.
As things progressed, feedback from participants suggested that many of them were unhappy
about having a sculptural focus to the exhibition. Some of the people involved in graffiti art were
particularly disappointed that their medium would not be included in the show. They wanted to
paint on boards and staff responded to this with the circle boards. Rebecca sees this as a melding
of staff and participant ideas:
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Production
Once the Neuron Forest idea was developed it was time to start making it. This was quite different
to the usual studio activities as participants learned to work together to develop techniques and
choose an approach.
The initial stage involved a lot of sketching and staff also built a small model of the sculpture but it
was still difficult for some participants to envisage the final work:

I didn’t like the group sculpture ideas - it felt like a sheltered workshop.
Tony, participant

We did a lot of experimentation, trying out different techniques and I think
the participants thought “Why are they still fiddling around? What does
it matter what colour balloon we use?” Those sort of nuances were lost,
people were just keen to get on with the tasks.

It was fun, though I kind of got a bit sick of it after a while. It’s different to
working on my own drawings because there wasn’t a whole lot of artistic
outlet or flair to it. But that’s alright because it was a good menial task
that you could just go in and settle down to.

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist

Alice, participant

I don’t think the participants understood how it was going to look. Everyone
was involved in the making of it but I think the master-plan was in the
heads of the staff. But everyone really did participate. There were some
people who just wanted to do those rote tasks in building and making. It
was as if we were building a wall and everyone got to lay a brick. And that
has its own value.
Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
Once the group settled on a method, making the Neuron Forest was a large task. First participants made
over 150 individual paper mache balls which became the neurons. The neurons each had five or six ganglia
attached to them and then they were illuminated with individual light bulbs. Of course participants had
different reactions to the repetitive work of making the many neurons that the sculpture required:
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Francesca was one participant who really enjoyed making the neuron shapes:

It was a good combination of working together and doing your own thing.
I was working on the paper maché every time I came in. It was relaxing,
you don’t have to think of something to do every day. You just work on
something that you know is going to help the exhibition.
Francesca, participant

Francesca had previously found the studio environment quite intimidating and working on the group
sculpture allowed her to settle into the studios:

I liked playing with art, talking to people while they’re doing it. We were
doing it together, we talked, played music. It’s good to meet more friends.
Francesca, participant

Alice’s comments also provide a clue as to why some participants may have opted out of this stage,
seeing it as something that required more commitment than they could give. Although making the
neurons was something that anyone could join in on, some participants just didn’t relate to it or find
it compelling and chose to continue with their own artwork instead.
Participants were also making shoe sculptures throughout this time. Working on these offered
people the opportunity to contribute to a group sculpture without needing to work to a set formula.
Each participant chose a different type of shoe and a different approach to modifying it. It was a
self-contained activity that participants could do when they wanted a break from their own work.
In contrast the Neuron Forest took a lot of sustained interest over the two months it took to make
all the parts. But as it came together there were different tasks involved and many saw the variety
of tasks as an opportunity:

I didn’t do too many balloons because I don’t like doing paper mache, it’s
just not my thing. But later on I helped put the lights in them and all that
sort of stuff – soldering, holding lights in there.

Susan also saw the benefit in this process:

David, participant

We were working together but working independently. We’d all go off at
our own pace and make these neurons. We just slowly chipped away it
until we came up with enough neurons to create the atmosphere of the
inside of the brain.

Some staff thought that the soldering required for the lighting might be too complicated but David
had a very positive reaction to using techniques that were beyond his usual experience:

Francesca, participant

That’s why it was so good because it was all high tech. Every neuron was
lit up with individual lights wired in, all the artwork was glossed and it
was all well done.

Working around the table brought people together:

Relationships got closer, definitely. Just the fact that we were doing a
collective piece of work that sort of brought people together. Because
we were all working on the same thing and people would find different
ways to do things and then contribute that to the group.

David, participant
Staff were also involved in solving a variety of logistical problems during the production stage.
Safety regulations were complex and involved tasks such as weighing all the shoes to calculate the
load if they became rain soaked, obtaining permits and working with builders to install the outdoor
cable. Some of these procedures were made more difficult by being the first group to use the Signal
space, as there were many questions about the venue that had to be answered for the first time.

Alice, participant

For Alice though, her depression meant that this group process wasn’t always easy:

Coming in sometimes is a bit of a hassle, having to force yourself out of
bed and then get on the tram. And then sit there and feel like you’re in
your own space anyway. Sometimes you can feel really lonely even
though there are people around. So on those days it’s hard to try and
commit to a group project. You’d rather have your own where you can go
at your own pace. You could go at your own pace in the group one but
you have some kind of obligation.
Alice, participant
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Making multimedia
The production of video art for the screen based component of Out of My Head took place
concurrently with the sculpture. The concepts of the Neuron Forest and the shoes were used as
jumping off points for the video work and staff developed the idea of “The Chase” to work in with
these.
The aim was to produce video that could be displayed on the iGlass, a new series of high-end
screens that wrap around the outside of Signal. The work would represent some of the thoughts
running through the neurons and also make a link with the shoes outside.
Tim Osborn and Justin Schmidt facilitated the moving imagery work and they chose live action
filming against a green screen as the basis of the work, seeing it as an accessible format that
would engage participants. Participants were filmed on a jogging machine, or in close up and this
footage was superimposed with a variety of other images using the green screen technology:

My role was to provide a smorgasbord of creative opportunities for
participants to engage in. We had one person who was really keen right
from the start but mostly it was about just doing the project, providing the
momentum for it. As staff we are always looking for any opening. Just
saying “Can you give me a hand for a minute?” or “Do you want to set
this up with me?” Asking people to just jump in front of the camera. Just
encouraging them to play.
Tim Osborn, CCD Artist
The moving imagery component offered participants a variety of chances to get involved. Some took
up the opportunity to make their own complete video artwork, doing all stages from shooting to
compositing the material on the computer. Others who were new to the form could get involved by
contributing images to a video collage, getting in front of, or behind the camera. In these cases staff
did the laborious computer work:

Filming was the common ground. It was an immediate thing that people
could have a bit of fun with. They might only be involved for half an hour
at a time and then someone came along and did the processing.
Tim Osborn, CCD Artist
Tim sees the moving imagery project as “pretty ambitious” and concedes that “I don’t think we were
prepared enough to offer a simple enough model that the participants could really understand.”
Despite this, a strong body of work was produced and exhibited in February of 2010, once problems
with the iGlass hardware were resolved.
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Making Music

Installation

Music making takes place quite separately to the visual arts at the Artful Dodgers Studios, with
participants having the opportunity to work one-on-one with musicians in the recording studio.
Initially in the development of Out of My Head, staff hoped that participants would produce
soundscape pieces that could be played on the outdoor speakers that surround Signal. These would
complement the visual arts and multimedia in the exhibition. But John found that the soundscapes
idea felt too forced:

Once the work was finished it was time to install it in the space. This was a major effort, as the
whole operation was moved down to Signal and staff contributed overtime to get everything done.

The people that come in here just want to record their music, or play
music. The soundscape stuff would have been coming more from us, and
that wasn’t the idea.
John Favaro, CCD Artist

It was such a big install, we were installing for a week and participants
showed up every day for a large chunk of the day. It doesn’t sound like
much but to have people showing up to an off-site venue wanting to be
involved was pretty good. It was great, the excitement of building a whole
room. Seeing the lighting system go in and seeing it come together, the
enormity of it became clear. Once people saw it they understood what
was happening. “Oh this is why we couldn’t just do a lot of little things in
the studios. This is why we had to do all this talking and preparation and
testing.” And it was pretty amazing, the way it looked.
Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
Forty per-cent of interviewed participants said they helped out with the installation, which shows a
high degree of interest in the work by this stage. Giving participants the opportunity to be involved
in all stages is really valuable:

It gave participants a real sense of ownership over the exhibition and
also the chance to see how much work goes into an exhibition.
Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker

Generally the participants that come into the music studio have a pretty
good idea of what they want to do before they even walk in through the door.
They’re writing, or they want to learn how to sing, or how to play guitar. They
usually come in with very defined ideas of what they want to do.
John, CCD Artist

Music staff felt that working with participants on the material that they were most interested in
was a priority, and so the decision was made that the speakers would simply broadcast a collection
of music tracks recorded by participants over the year. For John, this reflects the atmosphere of the
music studio, where staff are responsive to the demands of participants:
The final collection of music tracks was a diverse mix of styles and talent, representing the breadth
of work completed by participants. The playlist was adjusted several times due to concerns from
City of Melbourne about offensive language, but participants did not find this surprising. After all,
the work was to be broadcast in a public space, and participants could understand the concerns.
The music tracks were a great success, and those involved were very proud to have their work
played in such a prominent location.
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Being involved in the bump-in also takes participants further out of a passive role as a service
recipient and encourages them to feel ownership of the project:

I thought it would be unfair for an artist to sit back and let everybody set
up when you’re involved in an exhibition. I was just playing my part.
Susan, participant
Taking part in the installation was part of Susan forming an identity as an artist, and also as
someone who was useful to the group and had something to contribute. The installation week also
gave participants the chance to relate to one another and staff in a new setting:

When we were installing it we were spending nearly a whole day with
people. You’d just all be working toward the same goal and we’d all take
coffee breaks together, have a chat. It was good you had this further
togetherness.
Alice, participant
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Media
As with any community arts organisation, getting media and publicity is important to the Artful
Dodgers Studios both to build an audience for exhibitions and to support funding applications.
A respectful approach is needed to ensure that participant wellbeing is not compromised while
chasing a good write up.
Participants do not like to be defined by their mental health or substance use problems- they want
to be seen as artists. As Rebecca has learned, the media often want a story of ’young people
gone wrong’ followed by complete recovery, but participants “don’t want their artwork to be
defined under that umbrella.” Participants are also rightly wary of telling all of their story, as public
exposure of their past can have damaging effects, especially as electronic media has meant that
such details are more accessible.
There is a need for great sensitivity when trying to get media coverage so at Artful Dodgers Studios
when participants are being interviewed there is always a staff member present. It is also policy
that surnames are not used to protect against negative impacts for the participant further down the
track.

Opening night
In the lead up to the opening of Out of My Head, expectation built in the studios. Over the years the
Artful Dodgers Studios have learned the importance of supporting people through the exhibition
process:

When there’s an exhibition there’s a real energy around the place.
Participants can be anxious about exhibiting their work and it being
judged by other people. But generally that anxiety is outweighed by
excitement and participants feel very proud of the work that they’ve done.
Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker
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Before the exhibition Penny’s role is to help participants manage any anxiety they have. Exhibiting
may cause anxiety and this can affect participants’ mental health and drug and alcohol use. Penny
says it’s important to put care plans around some participants. The opening can also bring up issues
around family for people who don’t have someone to invite. It is the role of the Pathways workers to
be aware of each participant and their risk factors.

Francesca sang “Am I Not Pretty Enough” with Abby Dobson.

It was scary and it was embarrassing at times but I gave it my all. I want
to do more singing in public.
Francesca, participant
The audience at opening night was treated to showbags with snack foods and lots of information
about the Artful Dodgers Studios and Jesuit Social Services. In line with the studios’ policy only
non-alcoholic beverages were served.

In the past participants were often daunted by showing up to opening night and reported feeling
lost in the crowd when they did. For Out of My Head, staff gathered with participants before the
show to have some food and welcome them to the space. Being with the group helps to alleviate
anxiety as well as giving people a sense of ownership of the exhibition.
Having family and friends come and see the results of the project is a particularly important
outcome of the exhibition and gives participants something positive to share with the people in
their lives.
It is also important for families and friends to see the results of the work participants are doing at
the studios. This is often a time when parents see the value in the program for the first time and
that it is more than a drop-in centre or day program. Francesca found her family “realised what
we were doing in the art studios, how we do things and what we do.” She was proud that “the
audience thought the exhibition was great, fabulous. They must have known how much work we
put into it.” Alice was also proud:

It was really an exciting time because I had something to show off to
my family and friends. I gave a speech at the opening too. My Dad came
down from the country and my brother and his girlfriend came. I was
really proud of the art that I put in so I was happy about that. It did make
me feel good about myself to be able to deliver a speech, it gave me a bit
of a confidence boost.
Alice, participant

The opening was also a chance to showcase some of the work that had happened in the music
studio. At the start of the evening one participant played classical piano as guests arrived. Later in
the night two of the young women who had been working with Abby Dobson sang and two different
hip-hop acts from the studios performed.

Performance is very important. It’s about giving participants the
opportunity to take it to the next level, to take another step, push
themselves a little bit.
John Favaro, CCD Artist
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The exhibition

This complexity is reflected in the mix of responses in the evaluation where feedback showed that
many participants had mixed feelings:

Out of My Head was open at Signal for ten days. Participants “sat” the gallery along with staff
members, welcoming the public and watching the feedback. There was great excitement about
being the first exhibition at Signal, and being part of such a high-tech space. Participants were also
thrilled by how much exposure the work received:

Participants loved the fact that it was so public. It’s common for our
participants to feel isolated and disconnected from the mainstream world
so they really valued having their artwork in a public place which gets
positive attention from random members of the public.

How did you feel about showing your work in public?

A bit disappointed. I don’t think the circle looked like very good art - I don’t
think we should put artworks in an exhibition that aren’t up to scratch.
Liam, participant

Felt good that it was public - helps to be supported by the public and for
the artists (participants) to be part of the public.

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist

Chris, participant

CCD workers and funding bodies often see exhibitions as a straightforward endpoint to making
art, and an outcome that will obviously benefit participants. But the reality is more complex as
exhibiting takes art outside of the sphere of personal expression and opens artists up to all sorts of
potentially negative experiences:

We have all these really vulnerable young people who come here and
then we put their artwork out in a public forum and we say to the general
public “Come along, and look at our work.” We’re hoping that we will get
good feedback but the arts world is cruel. People come along and say
“Oh that one’s great, I hate that one.” And our participants hear it. There
are these contradictions in what we do but they reflect real life. If we
work effectively with our participants they will develop skills to deal
with these contradictions and hopefully these skills will be transferable
to other situations.

Shyness about strangers looking at things that are a personal expression.
Marie, participant
The most common response was that participants felt proud, with 32% choosing this option.
Interestingly the exhibition was not important to everybody, with 20% reporting “no feeling.”
Francesca was really happy with the way the Neuron Forest looked, and proud of the group
endeavour:

They were gorgeous, big lights. The neurons were amazing. They looked
like something new. We worked as a group, everyone put in something.
Francesca, participant
On the down side, she was unhappy with the way the individual works were viewed through
peepholes and disappointed that “people couldn’t see the paintings.”

Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator

Dealing with artistic dissatisfaction is often a part of the artistic process, and staff recognise it as
inherent to art making. Having time to discuss the work and learn from it is vital, as is recognising
that imperfections do not make the project a failure.

It was very great. If I had personally designed the inside of the brain I
probably would have used different materials and different colours but
once again we were restricted by money and what was accessible. If
I had done it I probably would have done it a bit different but we were
working in a time frame.
Susan, participant
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David also identified time restraints as a factor:

After the noise dies down

I thought it was good, pretty happy with it. It could have been better.
That’s just the same with everything. If we had more time we could have
prepared better things. We felt rushed.

After the exhibition everyone was a bit exhausted, and things were quiet in the studios for a while.
For some, the period after the show was a little bit of a letdown:

David, participant

We always had something to work on and then suddenly we didn’t. It was
a bit of a loss. I did get back into it though.

Overall participants and staff agreed that showing work in public is an important end point to any
project:

Alice, participant
Staff worked with participants to see what the next step was for them. In the music studio, John
enjoyed getting to see what participants have taken from performing:

Having a major exhibition feeds and sustains our practice.
Forest Keegel, CCD Artist

Sometimes afterwards people are really hard on themselves – they want
to improve. Some people ask “What can I do now?” They’re ready for the
next challenge, want to be involved in more.
John Favaro, CCD Artist

It’s really important to exhibit because it’s the end part of that process.
It’s saying “I’ve done this piece of work, I’ve done the best I can do, I want
people to respond to it.” It’s scary for everyone who does it, professionals
too. We just have to try to lessen that vulnerability and make things a bit
more comfortable.

The post show period was also a time for staff and participants to reflect on the process.
Participants took part in evaluation interviews, either in person or over the phone. For participants
who are continuing their involvement with the Artful Dodgers Studios, they can use this time to
consider how they’ll tackle the next project:

Alison Burton, CCD Artist

Because it was my first exhibition I wasn’t quite sure of how it worked.
Being aware now, I think we’ll be able to make the next exhibition a bit
better. This year I probably will do things a bit differently. I will try to
push the point that giving me boundaries does make me feel restricted
and I’m not likely to feel 100 per cent happy with my work when I’m
working in those conditions. But it was my first exhibition so it was all
just a learning process for me.

The exhibition is a really great opportunity to give people something to
work towards to create some goals. And at the end to invite your family
and friends and show them what you’re capable of doing really does help
people’s development. I think it’s great that we’ve got these things to look
forward to because otherwise we’d be doing art with no meaning.

Susan, participant
The participants recognised that there are benefits to working collaboratively and the staff group
is keen to develop a project in 2010 that provides opportunities for both collaborative and individual
pieces to mesh together in a coherent way.

Susan, participant

The other major challenge to consider was that of combining the diverse disciplines of the studios
into one show:
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One of the philosophies of the space is that we’re not going to push
participants in a certain way. They can come here and develop
artistically in the way that they want to develop. And they will always
be included in any exhibitions. This project was about whether you can
find an aesthetic meeting point between graffiti work, stencil work,
installation work, moving images, individual work, group work and
music. That’s what were we trying to do. Were we trying to do too
much? Probably.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator

I hope that this year we can collaborate a bit more and really integrate the
visual art with the music. I think that’s a bit of a challenge. To be able to
turn them into one cohesive message or exhibition.
John Favaro, CCD Artist
Tim is also hoping that future projects can be more integrated. He saw the multimedia in Out of
My Head as “meshing in a number of ways” with the Neuron Forest, but the technical difficulties at
Signal meant it couldn’t be exhibited as part of the one work. His current focus is on simplifying the
process to engage more participants:

What we need to do now is look at component skills that are really
accessible and then ways of putting those together into a really short
accessible product. I’d also like to use skills that crossover into the visual
arts, things like sculpture and modelling for animation.
Tim Osborn, CCD Artist

As participants gear up for 2010’s show it’s clear that the success of Out of My Head has fuelled
everyone’s interest in collaborating. Staff and participants are excited about building on what
they’ve learned and the next exhibition will provide an innovative new framework for collaborative
and individual work to be shown together.

THE
ARTWORK
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NEURON FOREST
Enter into a neuron forest where synapses pulse with electrical signals and
catch glimpses of images from Out of my Head.

What we were trying to do was a representation of a brain, and of
neurons firing - of ideas. So the ideas were the things that were outside
of the walls of that collaboration and they were the individual works
that people made. It also worked on an aesthetic level, it was a really
beautiful installation, it was atmospheric. It had the light, and the mirror
and all the lovely dangly bits. It was really important that it did work
on an aesthetic level and it achieved the development of a concept and
conveying that to the audience. I think it did hold it’s own.

“Great work. Love the different ‘ways of seeing’
and then the exquisite central work.”

Alison Burton, CCD Artist

“Great exhibition. I love the fact you have
to peek into the work - made it a personal
experience. Central lights were beautiful.”

“Looks great! Thoughtful and stimulating work.”
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“Blown away by the combo light piece.
Just what you look to see at the Contemporary
Gallery on Circular Quay in Sydney.” [MCA]
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“Very beautiful.”

“Liked the different levels and different views depending on which peephole.”
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THE SHOE LINE
The Shoe Line is a playful take on the many powerlines around the globe
that play host to abandoned shoes. Shoes on lines evoke a variety of urban
myths including drug dealer nearby, designated gang turf or a tradition on the last day of school.

It was the most popular part of the exhibition. There were always tourists
taking photos of it, and it fitted with the outdoor sculpture and in that way it
was the most successful. It had this great silhouette against the sky. And the
participants were surprised by how great it looked. That was sort of the most
complete work, it really involved everyone, everyone had buy-in to it.
Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist

“Incredible work from conception to execution!”

People stopped and were curious about it the Shoe Line. They asked what
it was about, why it was there. People knew that they had seen shoes over
electrical wires and that the work was referencing that. It resonated with
people as something familiar.
Alison Burton, CCD Artist
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“Absolutely awesome. Well done to all involved.
Especially the shoes - fabulous!”
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MULTIMEDIA
After dark watch larger than life fragments from Out of my Head, recast
in a surreal landscape peopled by animated characters.

It was pleasing to see a positive reaction from the public - lots of people
stopped to take photos with their cameras or phones, and some people
stopped to watch several pieces rotate through the playlist.
Tim Osborn, CCD Artist

“A very professional show. Everyone to be
complemented on their wholehearted involvement.”
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“Great work and insight by such young artists.
Keep it up.”
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MUSIC
Listen to the voices and dreams of participants coming at you through the
outdoor speakers as you wander past. Whether hip-hop, folk, rock or
classical, this music was written and performed by young artists at the Artful Dodgers Studios.

WHAT AUDIENCES THOUGHT
Out of My Head was seen by hundreds of people a day on their way between Southbank and
Flinders Street station. Over 200 people came inside the gallery space and viewed the artwork
there. Of these, 42 completed an audience feedback form. They said that:

• They liked the look and feel of the work
• The work moved them
• The work was put together well

90%
85%
90%

COLLABORATION
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work, communication and negotiation skills.” For her, sometimes it was the most basic things that
were new to people such as that “we all had to work around a table, and negotiate sharing that
space.”

COLLABORATION
Why collaborate?

For young people who have disengaged with school at an early age and become severely isolated,
the chance to practise working with others in a familiar environment is a crucial opportunity.

Usually participants at the Artful Dodgers Studios work on individual artworks, and do not
collaborate. Exhibitions mostly consist of individual works grouped under a broad inclusive theme.
The impetus to work in a more collaborative process on Out of My Head came from both staff and
participants.
Rebecca Lister remembers that in 2007 a tight knit group had formed in the studios and participants
were keen to work on something together. Staff saw this as the ideal opportunity to build on some
small collaborative works that had been made as part of previous exhibitions such as Dialogue and
Interlink. As the plan to do a sculpture project came together, staff envisaged many benefits to a
collaborative process.

Even though we’re not offering a work readiness program, we believe
that if we are committed to assisting participants to make links to
further education, employment and training we have to look at what
characteristics enable you to enter into the workplace. Being able to
work within a team is really important. We were trying to create an
environment where that could happen.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator

Connecting

Even those who opted not to participate in the collaborative project had the opportunity to learn
from it because it was offered in the communal studio space:

What’s really important is that people are engaged and that they feel like
they’re connected to something and part of something that’s larger.

It’s a great thing for people to see the process from start to finish. They’re
seeing the way the creative process works even if they’re not participating.

Forest Keegel, CCD Artist
One of the clearest benefits of collaborating is the connections that form from working on
something together. As participants plan and produce the artwork, they also develop as a group.

Forest Keegel, CCD Artist
Zoe also saw the overall process as teaching participants to be persistent:

Susan, a participant, contrasts this with the usual studio environment:

We all just put our heads down and create a little shell around us and do
what we do. We all work quite individually.
Susan, participant

For staff, the collaborative process was an important contribution to bringing people together in the
studios and breaking down these little shells:

We wanted to create an atmosphere where people feel a joint ownership
of the work - where they’re not just focused on their own pieces.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator

Learning new skills

It showed the value of taking time and really preparing properly. Some
participants just want instant gratification, that’s often a characteristic of
people’s art practice. This was the opposite and allowing participants to
break that habit is great. The process modelled the importance of being
able to persist.
Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
The collaboration process encouraged people to extend themselves beyond their comfort zone,
whether that was working only in painting, or working only on their own ideas. For any community
cultural development project, these gentle nudges are crucial and can provide the impetus for
participants to take further steps down a new path.

An open door

Collaboration is particularly valuable for people who may have lost, or never learned, the basic
skills of getting along with other people. Pathways worker Penny saw participants gaining “team

One of the biggest benefits of collaborating that participants and studio staff identified was
that it provides an opportunity to engage new or withdrawn participants. Staff can easily invite
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The single artwork approach allows participants to join in with “laying a brick” as Zoe put it, or
having a small role in a bigger project. A large sculptural piece like the Neuron Forest required
many small parts, which were made to look the same. The participants could not identify which
individual parts they had made. The work itself was the same on each one, which suited some
people:

participants to help with an activity that the group is doing.

Lots of people are confronted initially with the proverbial blank canvas
and they have a great deal of trouble beginning. But collaborating can be
a soft beginning – if you walk in a room and everyone’s doing something,
like laying a brick, you come and lay a brick and you’re in and you’re
doing something.

I liked doing some stuff that was simple and repetitive and organised.
Leisha, participant

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist

Others found it uninspiring to be producing a work they had not individually designed, but the aim is
that the end product will inspire a different feeling:

As Pathways worker, Penny is responsible for welcoming new participants to the studios and she
also found the group work a great help:

It was really good for when a new participant would start in the studios
they would come in and automatically have something to do. Because
when young people first come in they can feel quite self-conscious in the
space.

You start off with something that might have been quite simple for each
person to execute but once it’s in a mass the impact is much more
exciting and so that person can feel that they’ve had genuine involvement
and made something that’s really interesting.
Forest Keegel, CCD Artist

Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker

Artistic excellence
A group can be motivated to try collaborating in the hope of having a different artistic outcome.
There was a sense that the group could achieve more as a whole. The central work for Out of My
Head, the Neuron Forest, demonstrates this, as a work reflecting the input of a large and committed
group of artists working together.
Some participants agreed that collaboration produces a better outcome. Susan said, “It’s good to
have a lot of different artists working on a piece, it makes more interesting and diverse art.”

With the companion artworks approach, the impact is again amplified by the mass of works
produced - an effect of the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. The difference is that
participants have ownership of their own individual piece within this, which they can point out to an
audience and compare to the others.
With both approaches conceptualisation is the critical stage in developing a sense of ownership
from participants. While working on a small part of a sculpture designed by a professional artist
is a common model in community arts, it is debatable how much a participant can develop in such
a process. For this reason, involving participants in developing a concept for the artwork is at the
heart of the process at the Artful Dodgers Studios.

Developing a concept

Designing a collaborative process

Working conceptually is really challenging. We always want the
artwork and what it’s about to be generated by the participants.

Approaches to collaboration

Forest Keegel, CCD Artist

There were two main models of collaboration utilised for Out of My Head:

1. Single artwork: in this model members of the group worked together
to produce a single work. The Neuron Forest sculpture was developed in
this way.
2. Companion artworks: participants produced their own work, within set
parameters, and it was joined with others to provide a single work. The
Shoe Line was an example of this.
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The most challenging part of collaborative work is in developing and agreeing on an idea for the
work. Zoe sees this as a really exciting stage in the work:

It’s great to see people let themselves imagine, to really fantasise and
free themselves in an environment where that’s accepted.
Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
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Tensions in collaborating

But goes on to say that it is very difficult:

You always have to work quite hard to involve people and to get people to
express their ideas. Most people do have quite firm ideas about what they
would like but a lot of people are very anxious about expressing them, or
just shy, or they get easily annoyed so then they withhold the ideas. There
can be resentments, like “You didn’t listen to my last idea.” Lots of ideas
get put forward and disappear again. So you have to tread very carefully,
be as inclusive as you can be.

Keep an open mind and be very tolerant. You can meet all sorts of
different people from all sorts of backgrounds. So just be ready for
that. It doesn’t mean that you can’t get along. There are hardly ever any
arguments in the studios. Just give it a go; you never know what will
happen. Workers need to be ready for strong emotions like anxiety,
depression, a bit of conflict too.
Alice, participant

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist

Participant specific concerns

Ideas are shared in the studios through both formal and informal production meetings as well as
through individual discussions and an ideas book. Reflecting on the meeting process has been
important to improving the collaborative process:

Every target group will have its own barriers to taking part in a collaborative process.
Participants who have no prior experience in collaboration or in producing large scale artworks will
need help in the initial stages to develop expectations about what can be achieved.

When you’re doing collaborative work there needs to be lots of time
to sit around and brainstorm. Some of our participants don’t feel that
comfortable speaking in a group; they prefer to communicate their ideas
on a one-to-one basis. We have to facilitate processes to accommodate
a variety of styles so that everyone is able to contribute to the
collaborative process.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator
For some participants in the studios, meetings are an interruption to their individual work, while
others complained that meetings were held when they weren’t there. Staff commented that the
irregular nature of people’s attendance made structuring regular meetings “almost impossible.”
Spontaneous meetings developed as a result of this, and were held whenever staff felt there were
enough engaged participants in the studios. Of course this meant other participants could not be
notified of meetings in advance.
Other factors that work against meetings being the main forum for communication are the negative
connotations of the word itself. For many participants their only experience of meetings is those
that are called when they were in some kind of trouble. Holding “workshops” instead was one
approach to getting around this. Workshops also suit participants who have difficulties expressing
their ideas in words and allow people to develop conceptual ideas through practical activities.
Forest reminds us that participants are “a diverse group ranging from people who are scared to
enter the studios to people who are very vocal.” A variety of approaches will always be required to
cater to this diversity and be as inclusive as possible.
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For a lot of our participants, they think of an exhibition as being when you hang
a lot of really good paintings and art pieces on the wall and the audience walks
around and looks at it. The Out of My Head project was different for participants
and I think it sat at odds, at times, to what they believed an exhibition should
be. So by trying to be innovative it actually created issues for us. I don’t think
participants actually engaged that easily with it but we’ve learned from it and
we’re going to continue to explore this medium.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator
At the Artful Dodgers Studios, all participants have been marginalised in some way, most for a very
long time. For participants at the studios it is a given that participating in a group is difficult. Some
common reasons include:

•
•
•

Anxiety: creates a serious barrier to contributing in group discussions, and
also to listening
Mental health problems and medication: cause multiple difficulties including
memory issues, motivation and trouble processing information
Low self-esteem: can leave people unable to cope with criticism or the
discussion of their ideas.

At a more basic level, many participants are prevented from contributing in an ongoing way due to
their outside circumstances such as housing, drug issues or family problems:
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We need to remain accessible to anyone who comes in the door. So
people can enter at any point and be part of something.

Some people who come here, their lives are really chaotic and that can
get in the way of them creating art.

Forest Keegel, CCD Artist

Forest Keegel, CCD Artist
The studios can also be a very busy place:

Coming to an agreement about ideas, techniques or even desires for the project will be difficult
within a group where people are unable to voice their ideas or deal with conflict.

If there are a lot of people in on a particular day it’s not possible to hold a
conversation for any length of time or focus on a project. I could be getting
paper for people, giving a new participant a tour, or monitoring a difficult
situation between two people.

Some participants hadn’t really worked on a collaborative project before
so they were figuring out things like, if you’re being annoyed by somebody
how do you work with that.

Tim Osborn, CCD Artist

Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker

Ultimately involving people in the group process requires a constant effort at inclusion, inviting
participants to join in at any stage. Some participants reported that they became tired of staff
trying to talk them into working on the project. Again, being inclusive is something that needs to be
balanced with putting participants under too much pressure to be involved.

At its heart, artistic collaboration is about being open to others, and about being open with your
ideas:

Participants maybe haven’t had to do a lot of sharing, they’ve been very
isolated and haven’t seen the need or had the opportunity to share at that
level.

Group vs. Individual
Staff and participants agreed that the biggest difficulty was dealing with people’s desires to
make individual art works. Participants reflected this in comments such as “I prefer doing my own
stuff” and “I like to come up with my own ideas.” It is in some ways a reflection of the success of
the Artful Dodgers Studios model that participants are unwilling to be distracted from their own
artworks in order to participate in group works. For Rebecca, this is a challenge that mirrors the
wider visual art world “which is often about the development of individual work.”

Alison Burton, CCD Artist
When participants are still learning these foundation skills it can interfere with the chance for a
cohesive group process. Unfortunately it is usually the beginning stages of a project that are the
most challenging, as ideas are contested and there is a lot of talking required. If participants are
struggling with this it can diminish the sense of ownership they have and the result is often some
participants opting out, especially if they feel that their ideas weren’t listened to.

Working within a studio model
The Artful Dodgers Studios program operates five days per week. It is rare in the community arts
sector for participants to be able to be involved in such a flexible way. The open access model
provides some real advantages when working with the target group but can also create difficulties
for group projects. Staff identified several challenges to building a cohesive group including:

• A different mix of participants present each day, and at different times;

As the collaborative process continued it became clear that some studio participants were very
unhappy about the exhibition being based on the collaborative sculptures. For many of the graffiti
artists in particular, there was no desire to work in sculpture and they wanted their 2D works
displayed. This feedback was discussed in production meetings, with staff careful to consider how
to create opportunities for these participants to be included in the show. Ultimately a decision was
made to include individual paintings, which would be integrated into the main neuron forest piece:
each painting would be viewed through a peephole and represent one of the ideas the “brain” was
thinking of.

In my own work I don’t really collaborate so I really understand those
people who say “I want to do my own thing. I want to do a big graffiti
piece or my canvas and do a different kind of exhibition.” I understand
that and do my best to look after those people. The circle boards emerged
as a way to include those artists in the exhibition.

• Participants coming in once and then not coming back for a long time;
• New participants engaging with the studios at any time during the process.
Collaborative processes usually benefit from having a fixed group of participants who can reach consensus
and move on to the next stage. However at the Artful Dodgers Studios this is simply not possible:

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
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One participant also produced his own individual sculpture, House, in response to some of the ideas
about outdoor sculpture which were discussed in the early stages of the project. This sculpture was
displayed in the forecourt area of Signal.
In the evaluation participants were asked if they preferred working on their own artwork or on a
group piece:

But many staff remarks indicate that the ideal process of creating a participant driven work is
sometimes compromised by the difficulty of managing a large collaborative project. Staff are
ultimately responsible for the project and ensuring that the work meets deadlines and comes in on
budget:

We want things to be participant driven but sometimes staff have to push
things along to solve a particular problem.

60% said they liked working on a combination of collaborative and
individual artworks.
40% said they would prefer to work only on individual artworks
Nobody said they wanted to work on a solely collaborative artwork.

Forest Keegel, CCD Artist
The tension between process and product is always part of CCD work, and wherever a particular
outcome is required for funding bodies, or the organisation, there will be times when pragmatism
wins out. This can mean that staff step-in to guide a project through certain stages. Interestingly,
participants also felt that it was inevitable or necessary for staff to drive the project at certain
points:

The pressure to create a collaborative artwork could then be seen as coming from staff. Zoe is
philosophical about that choice:

Those collaborative ways of working, people need to learn those, need to
be exposed to them. It really does try and push people out of that silo [of
working alone] and a lot of people really did benefit from that. What you
lose in terms of individual expression, you win in the learning, and in the
group. Even though it isn’t something that I do in my own arts practice, it
really was a valuable thing for people to see and to experience.

Yeah it was difficult, I think the workers made a lot of the defining
decisions. Which was probably how it would have to be, because
otherwise we wouldn’t have come to a conclusion.
Alice, participant
Susan also saw staff input as a helpful part of the process:

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist

Staff planned it out, structured it and came back with solid working
guidelines. It was good to have people who were a little bit more focused
than us that could guide us because being an artist you could do whatever
you wanted to. It was helpful to have some boundaries created by the
older artists.

Who drives it?
Behind staff and participant concerns about collaboration is an anxiety about who is really driving
the project. Staff acknowledge that having young people in control of the concept of an artwork is
crucial:

Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator

You have to get them to come up with the idea. It’s useless if you come up
with the idea. For me, that’s the main thing.
John Favaro, CCD Artist

Staff observed that some participants found it hard to envisage what the sculpture was going to be
like. This might have been a barrier to full involvement:

.

Though we drew lots of pictures about the installation piece it took a long
time for everyone to get a grasp on how it was going to look. We talked
about it a lot. I think some participants got a bit tired of the constant
discussion and just wanted to get on with their work.
Rebecca Lister, Arts and Culture Coordinator
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Overall participant response to collaboration was fairly positive:

Did you like working on a group collaborative project?
Yes, I liked it
Sort of
No, I didn’t like it
Other

56%
20%
8%
16%

But in reflecting on Out of My Head, staff view the collaborative process as a positive one and were
encouraged by participant responses:

Some of the responses that we had after the exhibition came down were
that participants really liked working collaboratively. When we started to
talk about our next project it just kind of flowed that people were talking
about making another collaborative project. They said “We could do
this.” They had ideas and thought “We could do this as an overall piece.”
Working together has become a possibility.
Alison Burton, CCD Artist

WHAT DID PARTICIPANTS
GET OUT OF IT?
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Out of My Head was a challenging process for participants and staff, and possibly it was the
difficulties that brought the most rewards. As Alison reminds us, it was no small task to bring
together so many diverse artists:

WHAT DID PARTICIPANTS GET OUT OF IT?
Some people see me here as a really talented artist but I just see myself
doing the things that make me happy. I don’t think I’m going to be famous.
No matter how old I am I’ll still be doing art and music because it’s all I love.
Susan, participant

It is difficult to separate the impact of Out of My Head from the effects of participating in the Artful
Dodgers Studios general program. The following includes some of the changes that people noticed
in participants which seemed specific to being engaged in a collaborative process.
Remembering that CCD can be about people making very small differences in their lives as well as
big transformations the Out of My Head project created a range of diverse impacts. It’s clear that
participating in Out of My Head is an experience that will stay with participants and staff for a long
time, and one they are proud of.

At times we really had to guide the project but I really enjoyed people
working together. Collaboration is a really difficult thing to do and I think
they handled it well. People who’ve worked in the profession for years
find it difficult to collaborate.
Artists are often very fixed about their ideas and while you’ll share ideas
it’s often hard to go into a collaboration and see where those ideas are
going to fit. I think the participants did a really good job of it. It’s a sharing
process.
Alison Burton, CCD Artist

What participants said

Changes that staff noticed

Participant feedback about Out of My Head was wide ranging, but most people identified several
benefits to participating in the project. Their reflections show the ongoing effects of being involved.

Out of My Head really did expand people’s idea of what art practice could
be. And how things that look simple, aren’t.

What did you get out of being involved in Out of My Head?

Zoe Horsfall, CCD Artist
Staff observed a great many changes in participants as they developed the work for Out of My
Head. The formation of a strong group identity had many positive effects, as did the final showing
of the work. As Pathways worker Penny has a sense of participants lives both inside and outside
the studios, she describes how Out of My Head made a real difference for many participants:

Patience in creating the art. Also I got to know the others a little bit better,
see how people cope with different things. And it just gave me a greater
sense of belonging because we were sharing and considerate of others. I
just think it’s a great way to bring people together and then to actually have
proof of your achievement

I saw them developing team work skills, communication skills, negotiation
skills. Also doing that collaborative work helped some of the participants
form better friendships than they would have otherwise.

Max, participant.

For some participants who were having difficulties with managing their
anger in the studios, the Out of My Head project really increased their ability
to interact with new participants.

I have greater confidence in my work, not shying away from things,
taking on challenges. I’m returning to study this year and this project has
definitely been a part of that, helping me feel stronger about myself.

After the exhibition I saw a great increase in self-confidence for some
participants around their art practice. There are flow on effects to that. It
might actually give them confidence to then look at other options, it might
increase their confidence in their social networks or in going back to school.

I was once again learning to do something that I hadn’t done before.

Alice, participant

Susan, participant

Penny Scanlan, Pathways Support Worker
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I learned how to work as a proper confirmed artist. Not just someone
that’s at home scribbling on a paper. But I worked as an artist toward an
exhibition you know? That’s something I’m proud of. It’s like it was a shot
at life, a new shot at life but as an artist. Yeah that’s what I achieved.
David, participant

I was encouraged to sing and praised for it – I felt happy for the first time
in a long time.
Francesca, participant
The evaluation showed a range of positive effects coming out of being involved. Sixty per cent of
respondents agreed that being involved in the exhibition made them feel connected to those around
them. Some other benefits they identified included:

I tried something new
I challenged myself
I felt good about myself
I developed artistic skills
I developed confidence
I worked with other artists

80%
48%
44%
56%
8%
76%

Other responses from the evaluation included:

I liked being part of something bigger.
Kyle, participant

I felt like an important part of things.
Tracey, participant

I’d never done collaborative work before and it was good to try it. I had
the chance to work with other people, share my ideas with everyone and
hear their ideas.
Hunter, participant

I like the feeling of being included.
Jesse, participant
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